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Let Vn be an n-dimensional submanifold of an ra-dimensional Riemannian
manifold Vm and C be a unit normal vector field of Vn in F m . If the second
fundamental tensor in the normal direction C is proportional to the first funda-
mental tensor of the submanifold Fw, then Vn is said to be umbilical with respect
to the normal direction C. Let N be a subbundle of the normal bundle of Vn in
Vm- If the submanifold Vn is umbilical with respect to every normal direction in
N, then Vn is said to be umbilical with respect to N. If the covariant derivative
of every unit normal direction in N has no component in the complementary
normal subbundle N1 orthogonal to N, then the subbundle N is said to be parallel.
If there exists, in N, a unit normal direction C such that the covariant derivative
of C has nonzero component in the subbundle N1 everywhere, the subbundle is
said to be non-parallel.

In this paper, we shall study submanifolds of a space form which are umbi-
lical with respect to a non-parallel normal subbundle.

§ 1. Preliminaries.

Let Vm be an w-dimensional Riemannian manifold of constant curvature c with
the metric ds2=gμλdξμdξx, ιc, λ, μ, ••• = 1 , 2, •• ,w, where {£*} is a local coordinate
system in Vm. We denote by {;,} the Christoffel symbols formed with gμi and by
Kvμi

κ the Riemann-Christoffel curvature tensor of Vm'

Let Vn be an ^-dimensional submanifold of Vm and the parametric equations
of Vn be

where {ηh} is a local coordinate system in Vn and, here and in the sequel, the in-
dices hf i,j, k, ••• run over the range {1, 2, •••, n).

We put
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( 2 ) Biκ = diζ\ θi = dldη\

The fundamental metric tensor of Vn is then given by

( 3 ) gjt

We denote by {%} the Christoίfel symbols formed with gJt and by F, the ope-
rator of covariant differentiation along Vn- The van der Waerden-Bortolotti cova-
riant derivative of B{ is then given by

( 4 ) FjBt'=djBt'

From (3) and (4) we see that Vβi are orthogonal to the submanifold Vn> We
choose m—n mutually orthogonal unit vectors C/ which are normal to Vn Then
we have

(5) gμλB/Cy

λ=0, gμ>Cz

μCy>=δzy,

where δzy are the Kronecker deltas and the indices x, y, z run over the range
{1,2, .. ,ιw-n}.

The equations of Gauss are then given by

(6) rjBt'=hji*Cx',

where h3

x are the second fundamental tensors of Vn in the normal direction Cx\
The equations of Weingarten are given by

(7) V£y =-hhBi +ln*Cx',

where hj%y=hjt

vgH and l3V

x——l3x are the third fundamental tensors. The mean
curvature vector of Vn is given by

H* = -gWjBiκ.
n

Since the curvature tensor of Vn is of the form (1), the equations of Gauss
are given by

(8) Kkji

h=c(δ%gji - ffjgti)+hk

h

xhji* - h3

h

xhk%

x,

the equations of Codazzi by

(9) P* V - Fjhto*+hyxhnv - l3y

xhuv=0,

or

(10) P*AΛ - vMv - hv

xh3

h

x+ljy

xhk

h

x - 0,

and the eqnations of Ricci by

(11) P*V - P/V - h*t*h}v+hjfhjy+hzHjy* - ίjz

xίky

s=0.
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If there exist, on the submanifold Vn, two functions α, β and a unit vector
field Uj such that

(12) hjix=agji+βUjUi

for a fixed x, then Vn is said to be quasi-umbilical with respect to the normal
direction C/. In particular, if αr=O identically, then Vn is said to be cylindrical
with respect to Cx\ if β=0 identically, then Vn is said to be umbilical with respect
to Cx, and if a=β=0 identically, then Vn is said to be geodesic with respect to
Cχκ. If N is a normal subbundle, i.e., if TV is a subbundle of the normal bundle,
and the submanifold Vn is umbilical with respect to every normal direction in N,
then Vn is said to be umbilical with respect to the normal subbundle N.

For a given normal subbundle N of Vn, if the covariant derivative of every
unit normal direction in N has no component in the complementary normal sub-
bundle N1 orthogonal to N, then the subbundle N is said to be parallel. If there
exists, in N, a unit normal direction C such that the covariant derivative of C
has nonzero component everywhere in the complementary normal subbundle N1

orthogonal to N, then the subbundle TV is said to be non-parallel.

Let C and D be two unit normal directions of Vn in Vm. If the covariant
derivative of C has no normal component except; in the normal direction D, then
C is said to be quasi-parallel with respect to D.

For a normal subbundle N of Vn in Fm, the dimension of the fibres of N is
called the dimension of the subbundle N.

§ 2. Lemmas.

In this section, we prove the following lemmas.

LEMMA 1. Let N be a normal subbundle of Vn in Vm- If N is non-parallel,
then the complementary normal subbundle N1 orthogonal to N is also non-parallel.

Proof. Suppose that N is non-parallel, then there exists a unit normal direc-
tion C in N such that the covariant derivative of C has non-zero component in N1.
We choose unit normal Cx

κ in such a way that we have

CV=Cβ, C/, •-., Ca'eN, Can", - , Cm-ntN\

where a denotes the dimension of the normal subbundle N. Then we have, put-
ting y=l in (7),

(13) ?&<= - h3\Bi*+lj?Cuκ+lnrCr%

where

and here and in the sequel the indices u, v, w run over the range {1, 2, •••, a] and
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the indices r, 5, t run over the range {a+1, a+2, •••, m—n).

Since /y/C/^O, we have ///AFO for some fixed j . We put, for that ,

CIA) 7>— irfCr

where |//irC/| denotes the length of /yirC/. Then Dκ is a unit normal direction
in NL. From gμλC1

μDλ=0) we find

(15) QnlFfiSW+g^AW)=0,

or, using (13),

(16) θnC1

μrJD'=-\ljirCr'\*0.

This implies that the normal subbundle iV1 is also non-parallel.

LEMMA 2. Let N be a normal subbundle of Vn in Vm> If N is parallel, then
the complementary normal subbundle NL orthogonal to N is also parallel.

This lemma follows immediately from Lemma 1.

LEMMA 3. Let N be a non-parallel normal subbundle of Vn in Vm of dimen-
sion m—n—1. If the submanifold Vn is umbilical with respect to N, then the sub-
manifold Vn is quasi-umbilical with respect to the normal direction in NL.

Proof. Since N is a non-parallel normal subbundle of dimension m—n—l, the
subbundle N1 is, by Lemma 1, also non-parallel and of dimension one. If we
choose Cχκ in such a way that Cm-n

K — OK with Dκ as the unit normal direction in
NL, then by the umbilicity of Vn with respect to N, we have

(17) hjiu=augji

for some functions au and

(18) lm-nu=lju

do not vanish simultaneously.

Under these assumptions, (6) becomes

(19) rJBi'=a*gj£u'+kjtD'9

where kji=kjim-n and (7) becomes

(20) FjCv<= -aυB/ + ljv

uCu+ljvD*,

where av=aυ and

(OΛ\ 1 — / m-n _ / v__ Jv

and

(22) FjD* = - Jfe/JSi +ljuCuκ.
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Equations (9) of Codazzi beeome

(23) (Fka
u)gμ - (Fja u )g k i +l k v V g j i - ljυ

uavgki+lk»kJt - l3

ukk%=0

and

(24) Fjckji - Γjktt - lk

uauQji+Ifauΰkt = 0.

Equations (11) of Ricci becomes

(25) Fkljv

u - Fjlkv

u+lkw%υ

w - l3W

ulkv

w - lk%
υ+///**=0

and

(26) ?Au-?*iju+ι*t>%v-ij*uiMυ=o.

Since Cm-n—Dκ is non-parallel, without loss of generality, we can assume that

(27) 1^=1^0.

Putting

(28) Fka
ι+lkvW=ak,

we have, from (23),

i - ocjQu+hkji - Ijkki - 0.

Consequently, in exactly the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1 of [1],
we can conclude that

(29) kji = λgji-jr μljlty

where

afi _ i n nλ-kΐ
(30) λ=--

This proves the lemma.

LEMMA 4. Let N be a non-parallel normal subbundle of Vn in FTO of dimen-
sion m—n—l. If the submanifold Vn is geodesic with respect to N, then the sub-
manifold Vn is cylindrical with respect to the normal direction of NL. Consequently,
the submanifold Vn is of constant curvature c. In Particular, if Vn is complete
and VΊΛ is euclidean, then Vn is a cylinder.

Proof. Since Vn is geodesic with respect to N, by (28), we have ak=0. Thus,
by Lemma 3, we see that Vn is quasi-umbilical with respect to the normal direc-
tion N1 satisying (29). This implies that Vn is cylindrical with respect to the
normal direction of N1. In particular, by equations (8) of Gauss, we see that Vn

and Vm has the same constant curvature c. Hence if Vn is complete and Vm is
complete and Vm is euclidean, then Vn is a cylinder.

LEMMA 5. Let Cm-n=Dκ be a non-parallel unit normal direction of Vn in Vm
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and N be the {m—n—l) dimensional normal subbundle generated by d*, C2*, •••,
Cm_n_i\ If the submanifold Vn is umbilical with respect to N, then all of the third
fundametal tensors 1/ are Proportional. In particulart if //^0, then we have

(31) //=»»//

for some functions vx

y where I3

x—l3m-n

x.

Proof. By Lemma 3, we see that the submanifold Vn is quasi-umbilical with
respect to Cm-n

κ—Dκ and if we assume that ^=1/^0, then the second fundamental
tensor k# is given by

and consequently, this conclusion may be written as

Thus, if It2 never vanishes, then we have

and consequently,

Thus

(32) lj*=vHjl=vH,

for some function v2. This implies that all the third fundamental tensors 1/ are
proportional and proves the lemma.

From Lemma 5, we have immediately the following

PROPOSITION 1. Let Dκ be a non-parallel unit normal direction of Vn in Vm

and N be the (m—n—lydimensional normal subbundle orthogonal to D\ If the sub-
manifold Vn is umbilical with respect to N, then the normal direction Dκ is quasi-
parallel with respect to a normal direction in N.

LEMMA 6. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 5, we have

(33) PJj-PA=0.

Proof. Putting u—\ in equation (26), we find

(34) P*lj-PA+W-W^y

that is,

(35) Pklj-Fjlk-h%v+ljvlk

v=O.

By substituting (31) of Lemma 5 into (35), we obtain (33).
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LEMMA 7. Under the hypothesis of Lemma 5, we have

(36)

where λk = Fkλ, μk = Fkμy r is a function and λ and μ are given by (29).

Proof. Substituting (29) into (24) and applying Lemma 6, we find

(37) λkΰji—λjQki + μJjli — μjlklί + μlj(Pklι) — μlk(Vjk) ~ lkuoίnQji+l3

uoίuQk%—0,

from which, by transvecting /*,

i - λjh+μJHjh - μjl%
(38)

lXVh) - φit

uau)gji + //W* = 0.

Equation (38) shows that μVjU is of the form

(39) μVjh ̂ pg

where

μFjlt being symmetric by Lemma 6. Substituting (39) into (37), we find

(40) (λk -plk - huau)Qμ - (λj -plj - ljuau)gki + (μklj - μjlk+qklj - qA)lt = 0,

from which we obtain

(41) h=plk+lkuau

and

(42) μj+qj=rlj,

r being a function. Thus, by (39) and (42), we obtain the lemma.

§3. Locus of (n—l)-spheres.

THEOREM 1. Let Vn be an n-dimensional submanifold of a euclidean m-space
Em and N be an {m—n — Y)-dimensional normal subbundle of the normal bundle of
Vn in Em. If the subbundle N is non-parallel and the submanifold Vn is umbilical
with respect to N, then Vn is a locus of (n — l)-spheres, where an in—-1)-sphere
means a hypersphere or a hyperplane of a euclidean n space.

Proof. Let Dκ denote the unit normal direction in the complementary normal
subbundle Nλ orthogonal to N. Then Dκ is non-parallel. Thus the formulas in
§1 and §2 hold. By Lemma 6, the distribution / ^ * = 0 is integrable. We re-
present one of the integral submanifolds Vn-i by
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and put

and

FcBb

h denoting the van der Waerden-Bortolotti covariant differentiation of Bb

h

along Vn-i and Hcb the second fundamental tensor of Vn-ι Here and in the
sequel, the indices b, c, d run over the range {1, 2, •••, n—1}. From

and Lemma 7, we have

μl*Hcb=βgcb

with β=λtl
t—ltltuau. Thus, on the open subset U={pGVn\ μ*?0 at p}y we have

FcBb< = Fc(Bb

ίBi<)=HcbN
iBi<+BcJBb\FjBi<)

=augcbCu* -\ j^gCbN%

where Nκ=NiBi

κ. This shows that Vn-i is totally umbilical in Em and hence the
closure U of U is a locus of (n—l)-spheres. On the open subset Vn—Uy we have
μ=0. Hence every component of Vn—U is contained either in a hypersphere or
in a hyperplane of a linear (w-fl)-subspace of Em. Thus, the subset Vn — U is also
a locus of (n—l)-spheres. This completes the proof of the theorem.
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